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5.1 Introduction
Taiwan’s economy has performed remarkably well since 1951, growing at
an annual average rate of 8.41 percent during the half-century period from
1951 to 1999, and foreign trade has undoubtedly played an important role
in this remarkable growth rate. Taiwan’s exports and imports of goods and
services in real terms was only 16.9 percent of its gross domestic product
(GDP) in 1951, but this share had increased steadily to 68.9 percent in 1981
and reached a staggering 95.7 percent in 1999, an extremely high percent-
age in comparison with many other countries.
Over the past two decades, as Taiwan has continued to maintain its high
economic growth rate, there has also been rapid growth in Taiwan’s foreign
trade in services, with the domestic-service sector as a percentage of real
GDP rising from 49.3 percent in 1971 to 56.8 percent in 1991, and reaching
a peak of 62.9 percent in 1999. Thus, the percentage of trade in services in
real GDP, as given in the national income accounts, has increased from 11.3
percent in 1971 to 14.2 percent in 1991 and to 15.1 percent in 1999. This
share of the services trade is expected to increase further in the future as Tai-
wan gains accession into the World Trade Organization (WTO) and its
economy becomes fully liberalized and internationalized.
Still, the services trade has played a minor role in Taiwan’s total trade and
it has always been in deﬁcit. The current status of Taiwan’s services trade is
closely related to Taiwan’s developmental stage, which went through the
peak of industrialization of the economy and reached the stage of expand-
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University.ing the economy’s services sector in the mid-1980s. Government policies
play an important role in the development of Taiwan’s service sector. Before
the mid-1980s, the government’s industrial policies and its tax and ﬁnancial
incentive schemes were mainly directed toward manufacturing. Until the
late 1980s, the scope of operation for several major service industries, such
as banks, other ﬁnancial institutions, highway passenger transportation,
and air transportation, was restricted and new entries were only occasion-
ally granted. Although Taiwan’s service sector has grown rapidly in recent
decades, its competitiveness is still weak.
To examine the past and future development of Taiwan’s trade in services,
this paper plans to (a) present a historic account of Taiwan’s services trade
and examine some of the factors responsible for its growth; (b) analyze the
sources of growth of Taiwan’s trade in producer services within the input-
output framework; and (c) discuss the potential for future growth of Tai-
wan’s services trade in the light of world trade developments.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 5.2 examines
the past development of the Taiwanese services trade, based on data from
the national income accounts and some of their determinants. Section 5.3
analyzes Taiwan’s producer import services and the sources of its growth
based on data from the oﬃcial input-output tables. Section 5.4 examines
the trend in the services trade and discusses Taiwan’s comparative advan-
tage, based on data from its balance-of-payments statistics, with those of
ten other developed and newly industrialized countries. It also provides a
further examination of the trade in several speciﬁc services, including trans-
portation, communications, and business services, and their potential for
future development when Taiwan enters the WTO. Conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.5.
5.2 Taiwan’s Trade in Services
In this section, imports and exports of services are deﬁned as covering all
imports and exports except for those of goods valued on a free on board
(f.o.b.) basis. They include such items as transport, warehousing, communi-
cation, insurance, ﬁnancial services, business services, overseas travel, roy-
alties and license fees, and other service items relating to imports or exports.
The data available for this paper come from three sources: the National In-
come Statistics, input-output (I-O) tables, and the international balance-of-
payments (BOP) statistics. The National Income Statistics (Directorate-
General of Budget, Accounting, and Statistics, various issues) provide
time-series data on the aggregate exports and imports of goods and services
and on some crude components. The I-O tables (Directorate-General of
Budget, Accounting, and Statistics, various issues) provide data on import
services by the producing industry but only in intermittent years. The BOP
statistics (Central Bank, various issues) contain annual information on a
138 Li-min Hsueh, An-loh Lin, and Su-wan Wangnumber of service items relating to imports or exports. Data from these
three sources are not exactly in agreement with each other in terms of deﬁ-
nition and coverage, and thus are not strictly comparable. Except for the ag-
gregate data on the imports and exports of goods and services from the Na-
tional Income Statistics, the data are available only in current dollars and in
units of local or U.S. currency, and these create problems of comparability
over time if prices change. Despite all these deﬁciencies, the data from these
three sources are analyzed in turn in the present and following sections.
5.2.1 Import and Export Trends
Table 5.1 lists separate annual data on Taiwan’s imports and exports of
goods and services, import and export service shares, and balance of trade
in goods and services for the period 1951–99 and the average annual growth
rates of these variables over each decade and over the whole period. Data
are available on aggregate imports and exports for the components of goods
and services in current and constant prices from the national income ac-
counts (NIA), but merchandise transport (including storage and commu-
nication) and insurance charges, considered items of services, are included
in the goods component and thus excluded from the services component.
We have deducted these transport and insurance costs from the goods com-
ponent and added them to the services component by using information on
foreign transactions (available from the NIA for the years covering 1981–
99) as well as information available from the BOP for the years prior to
1981. The resultant adjusted imports and exports and their services shares
are listed in the ﬁrst six columns. The next two columns are separate net ex-
ports for goods and services expressed in US$ millions. The last two col-
umns are shares of services based on the original, unadjusted data. These
are given for a comparison of the movements of the service shares with or
without inclusion of the merchandise transport and insurance in the service
components. In addition, average annual growth rates for each item are
given at the foot of the table for each decade from 1951 to 1999 and for the
whole period.
Several observations can be made from table 5.1. First, Taiwan’s services
imports started with a much smaller base and grew faster on average than
its goods imports. The average annual growth rate is 13.3 percent over the en-
tire period 1951–99 for the former, as compared with 11.8 percent for the
latter. Both growth rates have come down considerably in reﬂection of the
slowing rate of overall economic growth over the last decade, with a 6.2 per-
cent average growth rate obtained for the imports of services as compared
with a higher growth rate of 8.5 percent reached for the imports of goods.
The share of service imports rose from 12.4 percent in 1951 to 31.6 percent
in 1985, declined to 27.3 percent in 1986, and then by 1999 fell back to 20.8
percent—which remained 5 percentage points higher in comparison with
the United States’ share. The faster increase in the imports of goods relative


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.to that of services after 1985 resulted from a combination of factors, such
as a strong recovery of the Taiwanese economy beginning in 1986, a sub-
stantial fall in the world prices of commodities, huge appreciation of the
New Taiwan (NT) dollar, reductions of import duties, lessening of trade re-
strictions, upgrading of the industrial structure, and so on. These factors
helped increase imports of consumption goods, materials, parts, and equip-
ment more than imports of services.
Second, Taiwan’s exports of services have been growing at 13.4 percent
per year during the entire period, a rate close to the 13.3 percent for its ex-
ports of goods. Similar to the growth patterns of imports, the growth rates
of exports have also slowed down over the last decade, having a 6.2 percent
average growth rate for the exports of services as compared with an 8.5 per-
cent growth rate for the exports of goods. The services share of exports ﬂuc-
tuated over the entire period. It was 10.2 percent in 1951 and attained 19.9
percent in 1968. The ratio has declined since then, however, and was only
10.8 percent in 1999 as compared with a much higher ratio of more than 28
percent for the United States.
Third, Taiwan is a small open economy and is dependent on foreign
trade. Its trade position rather depends on the underlying comparative
advantages combined with government policies, market structure, and
changes in technologies. Net exports of goods have been in surplus since
1971, with the exception of the oil-crisis years 1974, 1975, and 1980, but the
services-trade balance has been constantly in deﬁcit ever since 1951, apart
from a small positive ﬁgure in 1966. The average annual rate of change for
the period 1951–99 was 13.3 percent for the former and –16.1 percent for
the latter. The situation does seem to improve after 1991, with the average
rate of increase in services-trade deﬁcits declining to 6.4 percent for the last
decade (from more than 20 percent for the previous two decades).
Fourth, when merchandise transport and insurance are excluded, the
share of services in imports or exports has risen faster as opposed to the
share when these items are included, as shown in the last two columns of
table 5.1. That is, the imports and exports of other services have increased
much faster than the freight and insurance cost of the merchandise imports
and exports. During the period 1951–99 the share of these other services
had increased by 1.8 percent per year over total imports and 0.7 percent per
year over total exports, as compared with the corresponding shares of 1.1
percent and 0.1 percent with the inclusion of the merchandise freight and
insurance cost. As table 5.2 shows, both insurance and freight, each as a
percentage of the cost plus insurance and freight (c.i.f.) to Taiwan, have
been falling since 1981. The share of insurance had declined from 0.48 per-
cent in 1981 to 0.31 percent in 1999, and the share of freight from 5.38 per-
cent to 3.05 percent, over the same period. The declines are due partly to
the falling shipping and insurance costs and partly to the locational shifts
in imports and exports as trades between Taiwan and other Asian countries
142 Li-min Hsueh, An-loh Lin, and Su-wan Wanghave increased substantially. Table 5.2 also indicates that the declines of
both insurance and freight as a percentage of c.i.f. were greater for foreign
ﬁrms than for domestic ﬁrms over the period.
5.2.2 Determinants of Trade in Services
Next, we examine the factors aﬀecting the annual growth of Taiwan’s
trade in services for the period 1951–99, as reported above. In this regard
the economic theory of demand for a commodity can be applied to explain
the demand for imports of services as well as the demand for exports of ser-
vices. Income or output and relative price are thus two typical determinants
to be considered, and some other variables, such as trade in goods, indus-
trial structure, and government policy, are also relevant. Our procedure is
(a) to discuss the explanatory variables employed, (b) to conduct a unit root
test, (c) to perform a regression analysis and cointegration test, and (d) to
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Table 5.2 Merchandise Imports: Cost (f.o.b.), Insurance, and Freight
Insurance (%) Freight (%)
CIF FOB
Year (US$ millions) (%) Total FF DF Total FF DF
1981 21,773 94.14 0.48 0.39 0.10 5.38 4.42 0.96
1982 19,197 93.85 0.46 0.31 0.15 5.69 4.38 1.31
1983 19,935 93.17 0.47 0.30 0.16 6.37 4.75 1.62
1984 22,283 93.45 0.44 0.28 0.15 6.12 4.45 1.66
1985 20,498 93.17 0.43 0.24 0.19 6.40 4.41 1.99
1986 24,299 92.57 0.45 0.28 0.17 6.98 5.15 1.83
1987 34,476 93.59 0.45 0.31 0.14 5.96 4.34 1.62
1988 44,921 94.02 0.44 0.31 0.13 5.54 4.04 1.51
1989 51,875 94.00 0.40 0.28 0.11 5.60 4.26 1.34
1990 54,389 94.56 0.39 0.27 0.12 5.04 3.59 1.46
1991 62,693 95.01 0.39 0.27 0.12 4.60 3.30 1.30
1992 71,839 94.97 0.37 0.25 0.12 4.66 3.34 1.32
1993 77,009 95.13 0.36 0.26 0.10 4.52 3.65 0.87
1994 84,716 95.37 0.34 0.25 0.09 4.28 3.50 0.78
1995 102,203 95.68 0.35 0.27 0.09 3.97 3.25 0.71
1996 101,963 96.00 0.34 0.23 0.10 3.66 2.94 0.72
1997 112,024 96.13 0.33 0.24 0.09 3.53 2.84 0.70
1998 103,412 96.31 0.31 0.22 0.09 3.38 2.71 0.67
1999 109,481 96.64 0.31 0.22 0.10 3.05 2.47 0.58
Annual Average
1981–85 20,738 93.55 0.45 0.30 0.15 6.00 4.48 1.52
1986–90 41,992 93.85 0.42 0.29 0.13 5.73 4.20 1.53
1991–95 79,692 95.28 0.36 0.26 0.10 4.36 3.40 0.96
1996–99 106,720 96.27 0.32 0.23 0.10 3.41 2.74 0.67
Source: National Income Statistics, Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting, and Statistics, Republic
of China.
Note: FF   foreign ﬁrms; DF   domestic ﬁrms.estimate the corresponding error-correction model. We deal with imports
of services ﬁrst and then with exports of services.
Imports of Services
To estimate the demand for imports of services, the explained variable is
real imports of services (IMPS) as listed in table 5.1. These ﬁgures are com-
puted from National Income Statistics to include the imports of merchan-
dise transport and insurance services. The explanatory variables include per
capita real national income, relative price of imports to domestic services,
real imports of goods, GDP share of the service sector, and a liberalization-
policy variable. The selection of each of these variables is discussed below
in turn.
1. Per capita real national income (NIP). Imported services are pur-
chased for intermediate or ﬁnal use. The former refers to producer services
and is aﬀected by output, whereas the latter refers to ﬁnal consumer ser-
vices and is aﬀected by income. An example is overseas trips. Higher income
will induce more personal overseas trips and higher output will encourage
more business trips abroad, and thus will increase imported services. Since
income and output are closely related, we use income as an explanatory
variable. Because NIP is a better measure of economic welfare and empiri-
cally performs better than total real national income, it is chosen as the in-
come variable in our imports of services equation, with its data taken from
National Income Statistics. NIP is expected to have a positive eﬀect on
IMPS.
2. Relative price of import to domestic services (RPIMPS).Many import
and domestic services are substitutable and thus import services will be af-
fected by their relative prices. We measure this variable by the ratio of the im-
plicit deﬂator of IMPS to the implicit GDP deﬂator for the service sector.
The two deﬂators are calculated from National Income Statistics. Because
the price of import services will reflect changes in the foreign exchange
rate, an appreciation of local currency will lower the price of imported
services and thus will increase their demand. The sign of RPIMPS should
be negative.
3. Imports of goods (IMPG). There are reasons that imports of goods
will have a positive eﬀect on imports of services. First, transport and insur-
ance accompany shipments of goods; thus, more imports of goods increases
the demand for transport and insurance services. Second, international
businesses require communications, traveling, and ﬁnancial services; thus,
more imports of goods generates more demand for these services. Third,
imports of equipment, materials, or ﬁnished goods may require importers
to pay royalties, consultation fees, or assembly costs to foreign ﬁrms and
thus may increase imported services. Fourth, trade in goods, a dominant
component of foreign trade, can reﬂect the current status of an economy
144 Li-min Hsueh, An-loh Lin, and Su-wan Wangand constitutes a good proxy for the output variable, thus supplementing
the use of the income variable given above. Although IMPS is closely related
to IMPG, their relationship is found to be nonlinear. We thus add a quad-
ratic term as an additional variable. IMPG, with data taken from National
Income Statistics as listed in table 5.1, is expected to aﬀect IMPS positively,
but the eﬀect of its square term is somewhat uncertain.
4. Share of the service sector (SS). This variable is used as a measure of
the maturity of an economy in pursuit of economic development, which
typically evolved from an agrarian economy to a manufacturing economy
and then to a service economy. Taiwan has become a service economy since
the mid-1980s, with SS now more than 60 percent. Expansion of the service
sector should have a net negative eﬀect on imports of services because more
and more imported services would be replaced by domestic services.
Whether shifts in Taiwan’s industrial structure toward a service economy
would have such an eﬀect can be tested by the presence of the share variable.
Data on SS in real terms, taken from National Income Statistics, are used.
5. Policy of liberalization (DETR). The government began to relax for-
eign exchange control and trade restrictions on goods and services in the
mid-1980s and has continued this liberalization policy since then. There-
fore, more and more ﬁnancial and other services can be provided by foreign
ﬁrms to domestic users, and this should increase imports of services. In or-
der to measure the eﬀect of the liberalization policy, we employ a proxy
variable that equals zeros for the period 1951–85 and equals the eﬀective
tariﬀ rate for the period 1986–99. The eﬀective tariﬀ rate, which is the ratio
of import tariﬀrevenues to custom imports of goods as computed from Tax
Revenues Statistics (Ministry of Finance, various issues), has declined from
7.79 percent in 1986 to 2.82 percent in 1999. The gradual declines of the
eﬀective tariﬀrate appear to mirror the increasing eﬀorts of the government
in its implementation of the liberalization policy. The sign of DETR should
be negative because a smaller tariﬀ rate means greater liberalization and
thus more imports of services.
The explained variable and the explanatory variables, except SS and
DETR, are expressed in log form. All of these variables are found to have a
unit root according to the augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root tests as
shown at the bottom of table 5.3. Two regressions are run and found coin-
tegrated of order 1 based on the Phillips-Perron tests. The ﬁrst regression
contains NIP, RPIMPS, IMPG and its square, and SS, whereas the second
includes the same set of explanatory variables plus the policy variable,
DETR.
To summarize in equation form, the second equation is given by
(1) ln(IMPSt)   i0   i1ln(NIP t)   i2ln(RPIMPSt)   i3ln(IMPGt) 
  i4[ln(IMPGt)]2   i5(SSt)   i6(DETRt)   ut



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.where IMPS is real imports of services; NIP is per capita real national in-
come at factor cost; RPIMPS is relative price of import to domestic ser-
vices; IMPG is real imports of goods; SS is real share of the service sector
in GDP; DETR is a proxy variable for import liberalization, assuming ze-
ros for the period 1951–85 and equal to the eﬀective tariﬀrate for the period
1986–99; u is an error term; t is the year; and i1   0, i2   0, i3   0, i4   ?( 0
or  0), i5   0, i6  0. The ﬁrst equation is the same as equation (1) without
the policy variable DETR. These two equations are estimated by ordinary
least squares (OLS) with the results reported in table 5.3.
Column (1) of table 5.3 shows that the sign of the income variable is pos-
itive and that of the price variable is negative, as expected, and both are sta-
tistically very signiﬁcant. The estimated income elasticity is 1.65 and the
price elasticity is –0.80. Import of goods has a positive sign but its squared
term a negative sign, implying that more imports of goods induces more im-
ports of services but less proportionately. Share of the service sector has a
negative eﬀect on imports of services but the eﬀect is not statistically very
signiﬁcant. Even so, the expansion of the service sector seems to have po-
tential to replace part of the services imported. Addition of the policy vari-
able appears to make the income and price eﬀects larger and more signiﬁ-
cant. As indicated in column (2), the estimates of income and price
elasticities become 2.03 and –0.84, respectively, which clearly indicates that
the imports of services are both income elastic and price inelastic. The eﬀect
of imports of goods has remained about the same and that of the service
share becomes greater and more signiﬁcant. The signiﬁcant, negative sign
of the policy variable, measured by the declining eﬀective tariﬀrate, implies
that liberalization has beneﬁted imports of services.1
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1. Our regression results indicate that using per capita real national income performs better
than using total real national income in terms of R2, t-statistic, and Durbin-Watson statistic.
The two regressions are given below for a comparison:
C ln(Y) ln(RP) ln(IG) [ln(IG)]2 SS DETR R2/SE DW
Equation (2) –24.6 2.032 –0.837 2.178 –0.081 –0.026 –0.029 0.9962/ 1.543
0.1230
t-statistic –5.76 –6.06 –4.12 –4.06 –3.25 –1.72 –2.03
Equation (2 )– 16.5 1.237 –1.124 1.544 –0.049 –0.023 –0.018 0.9959/ 1.426
0.1283
t-statistic –4.32 5.52 –4.95 2.70 –1.93 –1.45 –1.31
where Y   per capita real national income in equation (2) but   total real national income in
equation (2 ); RP   relative price; IG   imports of goods; SS   real share of service sector;
DETR  proxy for import liberalization policy; R2/SE  adjusted R2/standard error of the es-
timate; and DW   Durbin-Watson statistic. It can be seen that using per capita real national
income as the income variable has lower serial correlation than using total real national in-
come and hence has a higher Durbin-Watson statistic and higher t-statistics for all the esti-
mated coeﬃcients except for the relative price. The overall ﬁt is also better for the former than
for the latter.The above two regressions, both of which are cointegrated of order 1,
show the long-run relationship between the imports of services and the four
or ﬁve explanatory variables examined. To see their short-run relationship,
two corresponding error-correction models are estimated and the results
are presented in columns (1 ) and (2 ) of table 5.3. The explained variable is
now in change in ln(IMPS) or the exponential growth rate in the imports of
services, and its explanatory variables are also in change in each variable
and include an error-correction term, which is the estimated OLS residual
from column (1) or (2) lagged one period. The results indicate that the signs
of the explanatory variables remain the same but their signiﬁcances are con-
siderably reduced. The sign of the error-correction term is negative and sta-
tistically very signiﬁcant, with the estimated adjustment coeﬃcient equal to
–0.695 and –0.763, respectively. Thus the short-run behavior of services im-
ports appears to follow its long-run relationship with per capita income, rel-
ative service price, goods import, service-sector share, and government
policy as its determinants.
Exports of Services
To estimate the demand for export services, the explained variable is real
exports of services (EXPS) as listed in table 5.1, whose ﬁgures are computed
from National Income Statistics to include the exports of merchandise trans-
port and insurance services. The explanatory variables include per capita
real U.S. GDP, relative price of export to import services, real exports of
goods, and GDP share of the service sector, as discussed below.
1. Per capita real GDP of the United States (USGDP). This variable is
used as a measure of per capita real income for the rest of the world because
the United States has been the most important trade partner of Taiwan and
has also played a very inﬂuential role in the world economy. The variable is
the product of U.S. per capita nominal GDP and the real exchange rate be-
tween Taiwan and the United States. The latter is obtained by multiplying
the nominal exchange rate (total of NT$ per US$) by the ratio of U.S. and
Taiwanese GDP deﬂators. Since both per capita or total real U.S. GDP per-
form equally well empirically, either can be employed. However, to be in line
with the import equation, per capita real U.S. GDP is used as the income
variable in our export equation. The data are taken from the United States’
Survey of Current Business (Department of Commerce, various issues), Sta-
tistical Abstract of the United States (Department of Commerce, various is-
sues), and Taiwan’s Financial Statistics (Central Bank, various issues) and
National Income Statistics (Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting,
and Statistics, various issues). The variable is expected to have a positive
eﬀect on Taiwan’s exports of services.
2. Relative price of services between Taiwan and the rest of the world
(RPEXPS). We use Taiwan’s export price of services as a measure of the
The Growth and Potential of Taiwan’s Foreign Trade in Services 149Taiwanese service price and Taiwan’s import price of services as a measure
of the world service price. Both prices are implicit deﬂators taken from Na-
tional Income Statistics. The price ratio has taken into account changes in
the foreign exchange rate. Thus an appreciation of local currency will in-
crease the price ratio by either lowering the import price in NT$ or raising
the export price in US$. The eﬀect of the relative price on Taiwan’s exports
of services is expected to be negative.
3. Exports of goods (EXPG). For the inclusion of exports of goods, rea-
sons can be given similar to those for imports of services. First, services of
transport and insurance accompany shipments of goods; thus, more ex-
ports of goods means greater demand for transport and insurance services,
which can beneﬁt domestic ﬁrms. Second, communications, traveling, and
ﬁnancial services go with international businesses; thus, more exports of
goods generates more demand for these services. Third, exports of equip-
ment, materials, or ﬁnished goods may require foreigners to pay royalties,
consultation fees, or assembly costs to domestic ﬁrms, and thus may in-
crease export services. The relationship between services export and goods
export is found to be nonlinear as in the case of services imports. We thus
add a quadratic term as an additional variable. EXPG, with data taken from
National Income Statistics and listed in table 5.1, is expected to aﬀect EXPS
positively whereas the eﬀect of its square term is more likely to be negative.
4. Share of the service sector (SS). This variable measures the develop-
mental stage of an economy. As the domestic service sector expands, the
capability of the domestic ﬁrms to serve exporters or importers should also
expand. Expansion of the service sector, measured in real terms, is thus
expected to have a positive eﬀect on exports of services.
The explained variable and the explanatory variables (except SS) are ex-
pressed in log form. All of these variables are found to have a unit root
according to the augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root tests as shown at the
bottom of table 5.3. A regression containing ln(USGDP), ln(RPEXPS),
ln(EXPG), [ln(EXPG)]2, and SS as the explanatory variables is run and
found to be cointegrated of order 1 based on the Phillips-Perron tests. The
equation is given by
(2) ln(EXPSt)   e0   e1 ln(USGDP t)   e2 ln(RPEXPSt) 
  e3 ln(EXPGt)   e4 [ln(EXPGt)]2   e5(SSt)   vt,
where EXPS is real exports of services; USGDP is per capita real GDP of
the United States; RPEXPS is relative price of export to import (world) ser-
vices; EXPG is real exports of goods; SS is real share of service sector in
GDP; v is an error term; t is the year; and e1   0, e2   0, e3   0, e4   ?(  0
or   0), e5   0. This equation is estimated by OLS and the results are given
in column (3) of table 5.3.
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of the price variable is negative, as expected, and both are statistically very
signiﬁcant. The estimated income elasticity is 0.48 and the price elasticity is
–1.64 in contrast to 2.03 and –0.84 for the case of service imports. Thus Tai-
wan’s exports of services are income inelastic but price elastic, whereas its
imports of services are income elastic but price inelastic. This ﬁnding may
explain in part why Taiwan’s trade balance in services has been in deﬁcit for
the last ﬁfty years. Signs of the exports of goods and its square are signiﬁ-
cantly positive and negative, respectively, as their counterpart on the im-
ports of services, with the estimated values of the square term roughly the
same. Thus more exports of goods induces more exports of services but less
proportionately. Share of the service sector has a signiﬁcant positive eﬀect
on exports of services, whereas it has a negative eﬀect on imports of ser-
vices. Growth of the service sector will thus help reduce the deﬁcits of trade
in services.2
The regression, which is cointegrated of order 1, shows the long-run re-
lationship between the exports of services and the four explanatory vari-
ables examined. To illustrate their short-run adjustment relationship we es-
timate the corresponding error-correction model; the results are presented
in column (3 ) of table 5.3. The explained variable is now in change in
ln(EXPS) or the exponential growth rate in the exports of services, and its
explanatory variables are also in change in each variable in equation (2) and
include an error-correction term, which is the estimated OLS residuals from
equation (2) lagged one period. The results indicate that signs of the explan-
atory variables remain the same and signiﬁcant except for   ln(USGDP),
which becomes negative but statistically insigniﬁcant. The short-run eﬀect
of income is thus almost nil but the eﬀects of other variables remain intact.
Sign of the error-correction term is negative and statistically significant
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2. The two regressions based on per capita or total real GDP of the United States are given
below for a comparison:
C ln(Y) ln(RP) ln(XG) [ln(XG)]2 SS R2/SE DW
Equation (3) –16.6 0.475 –1.635 3.003 –0.097 0.054 0.9941/ 1.441
0.1647
t-statistic –7.66 3.37 –2.66 –8.74 –6.59 4.22
Equation (3 )– 18.1 0.462 –1.690 2.896 –0.093 0.052 0.9942/ 1.434
0.1624
t-statistic –8.55 3.58 –2.78 8.33 –6.38 4.09
where Y   per capita real USGDP in equation (3) but   total real USGDP in equation (3 );
RP  relative price; XG  exports of goods; SS  real share of service sector; R2/SE  adjusted
R2/standard error of the estimate; and DW   Durbin-Watson statistic. It can be seen that us-
ing per capita real USGDP as the income variable has a slightly higher Durbin-Watson statis-
tic but slightly lower adjusted R2 than using total real USGDP. The estimates of coeﬃcients
are about the same in terms of size and signiﬁcance. Therefore, both perform about equally
well and either one can be employed as the income variable in our export equation.with the estimated adjustment coeﬃcient equal to –0.635. The short-run
behavior of services import appears to follow its long-run relationship with
per capita world income, relative service price, goods export, and service-
sector share as its determinants.
We conclude this section by pointing out that domestic or world income,
relative price of services, trade in goods, and a country’s service sector are
four important determinants of the trade in services found in our regression
analysis. Besides, government liberalization policies can play an important
role in importing services.
5.3 Taiwan’s Imports of Producer Services from Input-Output Tables
Input-output tables provide another source of data on Taiwan’s imports
and exports of services for analysis, but they are available only on an inter-
mittent basis. In this section, we shall ﬁrst summarize the information on
Taiwan’s imports and exports of goods and services in a sequence of ﬁve-
year intervals covering the years 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991, and
1996.3 We then focus on the imports of producer services in the framework
of I-O tables4 and decompose changes in the total imports of producer ser-
vices between 1986 and 1991 and between 1991 and 1996 to examine the
sources of the changes in terms of changes in I-O coeﬃcients, in ﬁnal de-
mands, and in economic growth.
5.3.1 Trade Statistics from the Input-Output Tables
Table 5.4 provides a summary of statistics on the import and export of
goods and services tabulated from the oﬃcially available I-O tables. The
goods and services components of the imports are each listed by interme-
diate and ﬁnal use, and net exports are given for goods and services. The
amount, share, and growth are shown separately for the listed items; the
amount is recorded in US$ millions converted from the local currency by
use of the prevailing exchange rate. The share is nominal, but calculation of
growth is based on local currency in real terms. Although the ﬁgures are
given only for 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991, and 1996—and thus
would be aﬀected by the economic conditions of those particular years—
the data over a thirty-year time span should display a general tendency of
the growth of Taiwan’s trade in goods and services.
Several observations can be made from the table. First, total imports of
services has increased faster than total imports of goods. The annual rate of
growth was 16.6 percent for the former and 11.8 percent for the latter over
the entire period 1966–96. This was also the case for the imports of services
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3. Input-output data are compiled based on censuses conducted independently every ﬁve
years.
4. Producer services are deﬁned as services that are used for production by the producing
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.in intermediate or ﬁnal use. Over the same period, the imports of producer
and ﬁnal services had grown 17.3 percent and 15.6 percent per year, re-
spectively, as compared with the annual growth rates of 12.8 percent and 8.7
percent for the imports of intermediate and ﬁnal goods. The growth in the
imports of services was faster because it started from a base much lower
than the imports of goods.
Second, the share of total imported services rose from 5.6 percent in 1966
to 17.7 percent in 1996. In particular, the imports of producer services as a
percentage of the total imports of goods and services increased from 3.2
percent in 1966 to 12.1 percent in 1996, and the import share for ﬁnal ser-
vices rose at a slower rate, from 2.3 percent to 5.6 percent. Thus the per-
centage of imported producer services in total imported services increased
from 58 percent in 1966 to 68 percent in 1996 as the share of imported con-
sumption services decreased.
Third, the declining share of merchandise imports from 94.4 percent to
82.3 percent between 1966 and 1996 resulted mainly from the decline in ﬁnal
use, which fell from 32.7 percent in 1966 to 12.3 percent in 1996. The share
of imported goods for production actually rose from 61.7 percent in 1966 to
69.5 percent in 1976, and then remained steady at 70.1 percent in 1996. If the
goods and services components for intermediate use are combined, the share
was 64.9 percent in 1966 and 82.2 percent in 1996. All these ﬁgures reﬂect
the fact that the Taiwanese economy has increasingly depended on imports
of intermediate inputs for production while the imports of goods for ﬁnal use
have gradually been substituted by domestic ﬁnal goods.
Fourth, the exports of goods increased by 13.6 percent per year during
1966–96, a rate slightly below the 13.9 percent annual rate of increase for
the exports of services. It is noted that domestic services that come as a re-
sult of the exports of goods, such as transport services to ports and export-
related ﬁnancial services, are treated as the exports of services in the I-O
tables, contrary to the convention of national income accounting, which
treats export-related inland services as part of the f.o.b. cost of the goods
shipped abroad. This is why the net exports of services, as shown in the ﬁ-
nal column of table 5.4, are positive and not negative as seen in table 5.1.
The ﬁgures in tables 5.1 and 5.4 are therefore not strictly comparable due
to the above-mentioned deﬁnitional problem, and also due to the diﬀer-
ences in the units (i.e., real NT$ or nominal US$) used in the two tables. The
imports and exports of services in table 5.1 are in local currency expressed
in constant prices, and their shares are in real terms. These items in table 5.4
are calculated in current prices and in US$. However, the shares in both
tables moved in tandem. For example, in table 5.4 the share of import ser-
vices in 1966 was 5.6 percent (in nominal terms), but in table 5.1 this was
13.3 percent (in real terms), and these shares were 17.7 percent and 23.0
percent respectively, in 1996. In spite of the diﬀerences, they had all moved
upward and maintained roughly the same level of disparity. However, the
154 Li-min Hsueh, An-loh Lin, and Su-wan Wangshare of export services in table 5.4 had moved up from 15.5 percent in 1966
to 17.5 percent in 1996, while there was a fall in table 5.1 from 16.3 percent
to 12.9 percent between 1966 and 1996, partly due to the deﬁnitional prob-
lem just mentioned.
Finally, we note that Taiwan has been well known for its development of
hi-tech industries and its strong showing in the exports of hi-tech products,
but its exports of hi-tech information services are still very limited. Statis-
tics from the I-O tables show that the exports of hi-tech products, such as
computer products, computer peripheral equipment, data-storage media,
and computer components, were US$7,364 million in 1991 and US$15,965
million in 1996, and the corresponding imports were US$7,250 million in
1991 and US$1,474 million in 1996, resulting in a trade surplus of US$114
million in 1991 and US$14,491 million in 1996. The exports of hi-tech in-
formation services, including software designs, on the other hand, were
US$259 million in 1991 and US$393 million in 1996; the corresponding im-
ports were US$458 million in 1991 and US$712 million in 1996, yielding a
trade deﬁcit of US$199 million in 1991 and US$319 million in 1996. This is
again an indication of weak showing for Taiwan’s trade in services.
5.3.2 Decomposition of Growth in Total Imported Producer Services 
The total amount of services imported by all industries for intermediate
use, which is deﬁned as producer service imports, was NT$54,867 million in
1986, NT$213,177 million in 1991, and NT$292,996 million in 1996, all in
1991 constant dollars. This increased on average by 31.2 percent per year
over the period 1986–91 and 6.6 percent per year over the period 1991–96.
In order to examine the causes of changes in these two periods, the amount
of increase during each period is decomposed into several sources based on
I-O tables and on an equation derived from Han (1995).
The Model
The decomposition for a vector of imported producer goods and services
is given by
(3)  S   (Mt   M∗)R0YD0 (import substitution eﬀect)
  (M∗   M0)R0YD0 (changes in import intensity)
  M0(Rt   R0)YD0 (changes in intermediate
input)
  (Mt   M0)(Rt   R0)YD0 (interaction eﬀect)
  M0R0 (yt
c    cyc
0)( e ﬀect of changes in
consumption)
  M0R0 (yt
g    gyg
0)( e ﬀect of changes in
government expenditure)
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i    iyi
0)( e ﬀect of changes in
investment)
  M0R0 (yt
iv    ivy0
iv)( e ﬀect of changes in stock
change)
  M0R0 (yt
e    ey0
e)( e ﬀect of changes in export)
  M0R0YD0 (  ˜    ˜)( e ﬀect of changes in ﬁnal
demand component structure)
  M0R0 (  1)YD0 (economic growth)
  (MtRt   M0R0)(  1)YD0 (growth multiplied by
technical change eﬀect)
  (MtRt   M0R0)(YDt    YD0)( e ﬀect of interaction between
technical change and changes
in ﬁnal demand structure)
where S is a subtotal imported goods and services demand vector by cate-
gories (m   1) measured in value; M is an import coeﬃcient matrix by
goods and services and by sector (m   n) with the coeﬃcients measured in
terms of value required per unit output; M∗   M0(uMt)(uM0)–1 with u be-
ing a unit row vector (1   m) and (^) denoting the diagonal matrix of the
vector in the parentheses; YDis a ﬁnal domestic demand vector (n  1) mea-
sured in value terms and R  (I –D)–1 with Dbeing a domestic technical co-
eﬃcient matrix (n   n) measuring the input requirements per unit output
in value terms; and Iis an identity matrix (n  n).   TDP t/TDP 0is the ex-
pansion rate of the total domestic product (TDP) between any two years.
Moreover,














































where yc, yg, yi, yiv, and yerepresent the vectors of consumption, government
expenditure, investment, inventory change, and exports, respectively, all in
(n   1), and µ is a unit row vector (1   n). So   c is the ratio of total con-
sumption in period t over that in period 0, and likewise of  g,   i,   iv, and   e.
Moreover,   ˜   (  c,  g,   i,   iv,   e) (5   1), and   ˜   ( ,  ,  ,  ,  ) (5   1). Thus
the ﬁrst four terms in the right-hand side of equation (3) comprise the tech-
nological change eﬀect, the next six terms comprise the eﬀect from the ﬁnal
demand change, the eleventh term is the eﬀect of economic growth and the
last two terms capture interaction eﬀect.
Equation (3) was applied to Taiwan I-O transactions tables of domestic
goods and services and of import goods and services (c.i.f.) for 1986, 1991,
and 1996, at 1991 constant prices, to compare the sources of demand ﬂuc-
tuation for total imported producer services over two periods, 1986 to 1991
156 Li-min Hsueh, An-loh Lin, and Su-wan Wangand 1991 to 1996. All the I-O tables have thirty-nine–sector classiﬁcation
whereas imports are classiﬁed as goods; transportation, warehousing, and
communications; ﬁnancial and insurance services; food, beverage, and ho-
tel services; business services; and other producer services.
Decomposition over 1986–91
Over the period 1986 to 1991 Taiwan’s TDP grew by 45.0 percent. Had
there not been any structural changes, then Taiwan’s demand for imported
producer services should also have grown by 45.0 percent. That is to say, ce-
teris paribus, economic growth in terms of ﬁnal domestic product would
cause imported producer services to increase by NT$56,798 million (table
5.5). In reality, however, imported producer services increased by
NT$158,310 million, far higher than the increased value caused by TDP.
Hence, economic growth accounts for only 35.9 percent of the total growth
of imported producer services. The main reason Taiwan’s imported pro-
ducer services grew faster than TDP was the technical change in Taiwan’s
economy, which raised import intensity and increased by NT$71,388 mil-
lion in imported services, accounting for 45.1 percent of the total growth.
However, this was oﬀset somewhat by the substitution-eﬀect changes in
producer services of NT$12,125 million.
In addition to the technical change factor, the increase in imported pro-
ducer services was also partly due to changes in the structure of ﬁnal de-
mand. All other things being equal, a change in the structure of ﬁnal de-
mand would cause demand for imported producer services to increase by
NT$11,474 million, which accounts for 7.2 percent of the total increase in
imported producer services. The main source for this change comes from
the structural changes in the component elements of ﬁnal demand. The in-
teraction term for technical change and ﬁnal demand would also cause an
increase in imported producer services of 20.4 percent.
Viewed in terms of demand for individual services, economic growth
played a more important role in increases in the import of transportation,
warehousing, and communications, and of ﬁnance and insurance services
by inducing more imports of goods, thus conﬁrming the ﬁnding in section
5.2 that merchandise imports contribute signiﬁcantly to increases in the im-
port of services. If we look at subitems of these changes, we ﬁnd that a
change in import intensity is even more important than the factor of eco-
nomic growth in contributing to the import of transportation, warehous-
ing, and communications. Moreover, the eﬀect of technical change on other
producer services and business services is far more signiﬁcant than the
eﬀect of economic growth, although it might be partly induced by economic
growth itself.
The increase in imported producer services caused by the change in the
structure of ﬁnal demand had the greatest impact (41.3 percent) on the im-
port of ﬁnance and insurance. Among the subitems in the changes in ﬁnal


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sdemand structure, changes in consumption (which accounted for 31.9 per-
cent) was the most important factor.
In summary, for transportation, warehousing, and communications ser-
vices; food, beverage, and hotel services; business services; and other pro-
ducer services, the main sources of the increase in imports over the period
1986 to 1991 was economic growth and technical change. However, the in-
crease in imported ﬁnancial and insurance services was brought about by
economic growth and changes in ﬁnal demand.
Decomposition over 1991–99
Over the period 1991 to 1996, TDP in Taiwan grew by 37.9 percent.
Other things being equal, imported producer services demand should have
increased by NT$108,281 million (table 5.6). However, the demand for im-
ported producer services increased by only NT$79,819 million, less than
the rate of TDP growth. This was mainly because structural changes in ﬁ-
nal demand caused it to fall by NT$31,218 million, which accounts for a
negative 39.0 percent of the total increase in the import of producer ser-
vices. Changes in the structure of the ﬁnal demand component and changes
in government expenditure were the main causes.
In addition, technical change led to import density change, which also
caused imported producer services demand to fall by NT$23,432 million, a
negative 29.4 percent of the total increase in the import of producer ser-
vices. However, substitutability between imported producer services caused
demand to increase by NT$23,234 million (29.1 percent). Furthermore,
changes in the intermediate input coeﬃcient and the interaction term have
both negatively aﬀected the demand for imported producer services. On
balance, the eﬀect of technical change reduced demand for imported pro-
ducer services.
As far as individual sectors are concerned, economic growth increased
demand for imported producer services in all sectors. The impact was par-
ticularly great in the other producer-services sector in terms of value and in
the ﬁnance and insurance sector in terms of contributing to the rate of
growth. However, as changes in technology created a fall in transportation,
warehousing, and communications services; ﬁnancial and insurance ser-
vices; and food, beverage, and hotel services, there was a signiﬁcant increase
in the substitution eﬀect for business services and other producer services.
Change in import intensity had a large negative impact on import of the ﬁ-
nancial and insurance services sector and on other producer services. If one
looks at the overall eﬀect of technical change, one can see that the eﬀects
were negative for the transportation, warehousing, and communications
sector; for the ﬁnancial and insurance services sector; and for the food, bev-
erage, and hotel services sector.
The main sources of import change for the transportation, warehousing,
and communications sector; ﬁnancial and insurance services sector; and

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sfood, beverage, and hotel services sector over the period 1991 to 1996 were
economic growth and structural change in ﬁnal demand. For business ser-
vices, the main sources of change were economic growth and technical
change. For other producer services, the main sources of change were eco-
nomic growth and the interaction eﬀect between technical change and ﬁnal
demand. The main sources of import-service change thus diﬀered for the
various producer-services sectors.5
In conclusion, regardless of whether one looks at the period from 1986 to
1991 or from 1991 to 1996, with the exception of the ﬁnancial and insurance
services sector, demand has been increasing in every producer-services sec-
tor. While major changes have all been the result of economic growth, the
secondary sources of change have been more diverse. In the ﬁnancial and
insurance services sector, in both stages, change in ﬁnal demand has been
the secondary source, whereas in the business-services sector it has been
technical change. As far as the transportation, warehousing, and commu-
nications sector is concerned, over the period 1986 to 1991 the source of sec-
ondary changes was technical change, whereas in the period 1991 to 1996 it
was change in ﬁnal demand. There was a similar change in the producer-
services sector where, during the period 1986 to 1991, the secondary source
of changes was technical change, but during the period 1991 to 1996 it was
ﬁnal demand.
5.4 Comparative Advantage and Potential Development 
of Taiwan’s Services Trade
The last two sections analyze the growth and determinants of Taiwan’s
trade in services based on national income accounts for the period 1951–99
and the sources of growth in producer services based on I-O tables for the
years 1986, 1991, and 1996. To complete our analysis this section aims at ex-
amining features of service statistics as published in the oﬃcial BOP, com-
paring the comparative advantage of service trade among several countries
including Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, and eight advanced countries
based on their BOP data, and discussing the potential development of Tai-
wan’s service exports in several speciﬁc areas.
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5. We have so far left out discussion of the decomposition for imported producer goods due
to our focus on imported producer services. For a comparison we also list decomposition for
changes in imported producer goods that occurred between 1986 and 1991 in table 5.5 and be-
tween 1991 and 1996 in table 5.6. It is seen that the main sources of the changes were economic
growth and technical change (particularly change in import intensity) during the ﬁrst period,
and economic growth and structural change in ﬁnal demand (particularly change in export)
for the second period. A major diﬀerence between imports of producer goods and services is
that structural change in ﬁnal demand was a positive contributor (30.9 percent) to increases in
imported producer goods, but was a negative contributor (–39.0 percent) to increases in im-
ported producer services. Other than this the patterns of changes in the imported producer
goods and services are quite similar.5.4.1 Service Statistics as from BOP
The BOP provides trade statistics based on actual international pay-
ments, so its coverage is not as comprehensive as that of the NIA-based sta-
tistics. Therefore, any services paid in kind or not yet paid must be estimated
and included in the NIA trade statistics. Items such as transportation and
insurance carried out by domestic ﬁrms for merchandise imports do not ap-
pear in the BOP but are counted as both imports and exports of services in
the NIA trade statistics. However, the BOP is still the main source of ser-
vices-trade data for the NIA statistics. Moreover, the BOP provides ser-
vices-trade statistics by detailed category and in U.S. dollars, and which can
be used for analysis of services trade for diﬀerent categories and for com-
putation of revealed comparative advantage (RCA) for comparison.
Although BOP ﬁgures diﬀer from NIA constant-price ﬁgures as pre-
sented in table 5.1 due to coverage and changes in prices and in the exchange
rate, they tend to move in tandem. As a comparison table 5.7 lists growth
rates and shares of services trade as calculated from the BOP and NIA ﬁg-
ures, respectively, for the period 1964–99. The growth rates are for ﬁve-year
average annual rates while the shares refer to annual shares of service ex-
ports (imports) in their total exports (imports) of goods and services. It is
seen from table 5.7 that the two sets of growth rates or shares moved to-
gether but that those based on the BOP ﬂuctuated more widely than those
based on the NIA, particularly during 1974–79, when large price changes
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Table 5.7 Growth and Share of Taiwan’s Total Service Trade as Computed from BOP
and NIA, 1964–99 (%)
BOP NIA
Growth Rate Share Growth Rate Share
Selected 
Year EX IM EX IM EX IM EX IM
1964 10.5 14.6 11.2 13.8
1969 32.3 27.0 16.1 17.4 33.5 27.0 17.3 17.5
1974 26.6 23.6 10.8 13.3 19.3 20.6 15.3 17.1
1979 20.8 22.3 9.9 15.7 14.5 17.2 14.8 22.4
1984 7.3 14.6 7.5 20.1 6.3 11.8 12.1 29.2
1989 23.7 20.5 9.8 21.3 11.6 10.6 12.0 24.6
1994 13.1 9.2 12.5 20.7 8.1 8.6 13.0 24.2
1999 2.1 3.1 10.8 18.8 4.0 4.8 10.8 20.8
Source: Balance of Payments, Central Bank (various issues); National Income Statistics, Directorate-
General of Budget, Accounting, and Statistics, Republic of China (various issues).
Notes: BOP   balance of payments; NIA   national income accounts; EX   exports of services; IM  
imports of services. Growth rate is ﬁve-year average rate; share is service trade as a percentage of total ex-
ports or imports of goods and services. Blank cells represent starting year.occurred worldwide, and during 1984–94, when there was sharp apprecia-
tion of the New Taiwan dollar against the U.S. dollar.
To examine detailed categories of services trade as provided by the BOP,
data on exports and imports of services are listed in table 5.8 for trans-
portation, travel, and other services for the period 1984–99. Several obser-
vations can be made from table 5.8:
1. Passenger services. Exports grew substantially between 1984 and 1994
before beginning to decline from 1995 onward. However, imports main-
tained a growth trend throughout this period, and thus the deﬁcit in pas-
senger services has enlarged in recent years. In 1999, the value of exports
was US$486 million while imports were almost three times as large,
amounting to US$1,324 million.
2. Freight services. The level of exports and imports is more balanced.
Both imports and exports grew very rapidly between 1984 and 1994, with
the growth in exports being faster than that of imports. The value of exports
outweighed that of imports for several years in the mid-1990s. However,
there has been a slight decline in recent years in the level of both imports
and exports.
3. Other transport services. These include seaport and airport services,
cargo handling, maintenance and repair of aircraft, and others. The trade
balance has been in deﬁcit, with import values being around four to six
times the level of export values.
4. Business and personal travel. Both business and personal travel in Tai-
wan grew rapidly between 1984 and 1994 but declined slightly after 1996
due to the Asian ﬁnancial crisis. The trade deﬁcit has been large for both
business and personal travel throughout 1984 and 1999. In 1999 the import
of business travel was about twice that of the export, at US$2,222 million
and US$1,238 million, respectively, whereas the import of personal travel
was more than twice that of the export, at US$5,176 million and US$2,324
million, respectively.
5. Other services. These include communications, ﬁnancial, computer
and information, and other business services, which are the fastest growing
areas of the service trade.6 As indicated in table 5.8, other services in Tai-
wan grew rapidly for both imports and exports between 1984 and 1994,
with the import amount being greater than the export. Export growth be-
tween 1989 and 1994 was much faster than that of imports, so the gap be-
tween imports and exports narrowed in the mid-1990s. However, exports
started to decline in 1998 and 1999, while imports continued to grow (al-
though at a slower pace) after 1994. In this area, then, the trade deﬁcit has
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6. As proposed by the International Monetary Fund in 1994, Taiwan adopted the new









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.grown in recent years. Among the individual items of other services, com-
munications, insurance, and other business services have a relatively bal-
anced trade ﬂow in Taiwan, while in construction, ﬁnance, computers and
information, and particularly royalties and license fees, the trade ﬂow has
clearly favored imports rather than exports.
In summary, according to the BOP statistics, Taiwan’s total exports of
services grew at an annual average rate of 23.7 percent during 1984–89, 13.1
percent during 1989–94, and 2.1 percent during 1994–99, as compared with
the annual average rates of 20.5 percent, 9.2 percent, and 3.1 percent, re-
spectively, in total imports of services for the three periods. The growth of
service exports was faster than that of service imports before 1994 mainly
because the service exports started from a much smaller base. As table 5.8
indicates, the imports actually exceeded the exports every year by more than
44 percent and incurred a large deﬁcit throughout the period. In fact, the
deﬁcit existed almost every year for all categories of services. One eye-
catching services category in this table is royalties and license fees, whose
import has increased rapidly because of the development of hi-tech indus-
tries by Taiwan (with the amount reaching US$1,637 million in 1999) but
whose export has remained stagnant in recent years (with the amount to-
taling only US$245 million for the same year). The weak position of Tai-
wan’s trade in services seems to attest to its lack of comparative advantage
in exports of services, to which we now turn.
5.4.2 Comparative Advantage of Services Trade among Countries
Balassa (1965) proposed an RCA index to measure the relative advantage
of a trade product for a country to export to the rest of the world. This index
can be applied to services trade for Taiwan and a number of other countries
for comparison. For an ith country and jth service, the index is given by















where Eijis the export value of service jof the ith country, TEiis the total ex-
port of goods and services of the ith country, WEj is the world total export
of service j, and WTE is the world total export of goods and services.
Table 5.9 lists yearly RCA indexes of total services, transportation, and
other services for eleven countries from 1992 to 1998. It shows that the RCA
index of total services has values less than 1 for Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Sin-
gapore, Canada, and Germany and has values greater than 1 for the United
States, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, and Italy, and this
pattern was maintained throughout the 1990s. This shows that developed
countries, except Japan, Canada, and Germany, have a clear advantage over
Asian newly industrialized economies (NIEs) in services trade. The diﬀer-
ence in the RCA indexes between countries probably can be partially ex-
166 Li-min Hsueh, An-loh Lin, and Su-wan Wangplained by the stage of development in their service industries as measured
by the share of service production in GDP. Take average ﬁgures of three
years (1993, 1995, and 1997) for demonstration. A pair of numbers (the ﬁrst
for RCA index and the second for service-sector share in GDP) for each of
these eleven countries is as follows: United States (1.37, 72), France (1.25,
70), United Kingdom (1.22, 66), the Netherlands (1.13, 70), Italy (1.09, 66),
Singapore (0.97, 64), Korea (0.75, 50), Germany (0.69, 62), Japan (0.68, 59),
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Table 5.9 Index of Revealed Comparative Advantage of Service Trade
Country 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Total Service Export
Taiwan 0.54 0.64 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.65
United States 1.36 1.35 1.38 1.39 1.40 1.38 1.39
Japan 0.62 0.62 0.64 0.67 0.73 0.73 0.71
The Netherlands 1.06 1.10 1.14 1.10 1.12 1.19 1.17
United Kingdom 1.19 1.17 1.19 1.23 1.21 1.26 1.33
Korea 0.59 0.65 0.74 0.79 0.77 0.80 0.78
Canada 0.64 0.61 0.62 0.61 0.63 0.62 0.62
France 1.38 1.43 1.21 1.18 1.15 1.12 1.09
Germany 0.66 0.69 0.65 0.69 0.71 0.70 0.66
Italy 1.19 1.12 1.08 1.06 1.04 1.10 1.08
Singapore 0.94 0.91 0.94 1.03 0.97 0.98 0.71
Transportation Export
Taiwan 0.60 0.65 0.73 0.78 0.72 0.62 0.64
United States 1.25 1.21 1.20 1.23 1.22 1.16 1.09
Japan 0.98 0.94 0.94 0.99 1.03 1.03 1.09
The Netherlands 1.87 1.89 1.87 1.87 2.01 2.17 2.05
United Kingdom 1.12 1.09 1.10 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.15
Korea 1.02 1.16 1.36 1.36 1.28 1.51 1.46
Canada 0.56 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.55 0.53
France 1.15 1.24 1.16 1.22 1.23 1.20 1.18
Germany 0.68 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.73 0.73 0.73
Italy 0.88 0.86 0.81 0.79 0.76 0.79 0.77
Singapore 0.67 0.66 0.69 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.77
Other Service Export
Taiwan 0.67 0.87 0.72 0.71 0.77 0.83 0.88
United States 1.13 1.11 1.25 1.24 1.26 1.27 1.36
Japan 0.82 0.85 0.91 0.97 1.05 1.02 0.97
The Netherlands 1.09 1.21 1.30 1.19 1.19 1.24 1.24
United Kingdom 1.47 1.40 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.59 1.68
Korea 0.48 0.51 0.60 0.66 0.71 0.68 0.56
Canada 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.70 0.73 0.70 0.69
France 1.78 1.82 1.30 1.21 1.13 1.05 1.01
Germany 0.63 0.68 0.67 0.78 0.83 0.80 0.77
Italy 1.23 1.05 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.98 0.97
Singapore 1.12 1.10 1.22 1.42 1.33 1.40 0.82
Source: Balance of Payments Year Book, IMF (1999).Taiwan (0.62, 60), and Canada (0.61, 64).7 These ﬁgures clearly show that
countries with RCA values greater than 1 tend to have higher service-sector
shares than do those with RCA values greater than 1 tend to have higher ser-
vice-sector shares than do those with RCA values smaller than 1. Among
them, the United States, France, and the Netherlands have service-sector
shares higher than 70 percent in GDP, whereas Asian countries, Germany,
and Canada have service-sector shares lower than 65 percent. The two vari-
ables are highly correlated, with their coeﬃcient of correlation equal to 0.75.
Moreover, data (table 5.10) also indicate that countries with high RCA
values (such as the United States, France, the United Kingdom, the Nether-
lands, and Italy) tend to have surpluses in services trade, whereas those with
low RCA values (such as Korea, Germany, Japan, Taiwan, and Canada)
tend to have deﬁcits in services trade. Singapore is a country in the margin,
having an RCA value near 1 in total services but a surplus in services trade.
This is probably because Singapore has an RCA value much greater than 1
in other services. The RCA index and the balance of services trade across
the eleven countries are actually highly correlated, with the correlation
coeﬃcient equal to 0.79, again in three-year averages for 1993, 1995, and
1997. The correlation coeﬃcient between balance of trade in services and
service-sector share is also as high as 0.59. The high correlation between
RCA index and GDP share of service industries, and between RCA index
and balance of trade in services, is consistent with our ﬁnding in section 5.2
that service-sector share has a positive eﬀect on services export but a nega-
tive eﬀect on services import.
As shown in table 5.9, the RCA index of transportation or other services
follows a pattern similar to that of total services, with a few exceptions. The
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7. RCA index numbers are taken from table 5.9 and shares in percent are from various is-
sues of the World Development Report by World Bank.
Table 5.10 Balance of Trade in Services (US$ millions)
Country 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Taiwan –9,128 –7,896 –7,865 –9,037 –8,121 –7,744 –7,401
United States 57,300 60,770 65,740 74,340 85,050 89,980 80,700
Japan –43,960 –43,080 –48,060 –57,350 –62,240 –54,150 –49,420
The Netherlands 265 676 1,411 2,262 3,835 5,756 5,201
United Kingdom 9,910 9,890 10,000 14,050 13,960 20,340 20,290
Korea –2,884 –2,126 –1,801 –2,979 –6,179 –3,200 628
Canada –10,812 –10,418 –8,146 –7,345 –6,433 –6,563 –4,755
France 19,378 16,861 19,512 17,973 16,254 17,493 18,705
Germany –27,721 –31,538 –39,021 –45,362 –44,018 –41,294 –42,978
Italy –4,438 50 1,448 6,569 8,055 7,764 4,170
Singapore 6,551 7,413 10,014 12,056 10,255 11,095 330
Source: Balance of Payments Yearbook, IMF (1999).United States, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and France had
maintained high RCA status throughout the period 1992–98 in both trans-
portation and other services, but the index for Italy was less than 1 in both
categories except for the years 1992 and 1993 in other services. Japan’s in-
dex exceeded 1 in recent years in both categories, whereas Korea saw values
much higher than 1 throughout the period in the category of transporta-
tion. Another exception is for Singapore, whose index had greatly exceeded
1 in the category of other services for the entire period other than 1998, a
year when the Asian ﬁnancial crisis broke out. The remaining countries are
all having the value of the index less than 1 throughout the period.
Similar to Canada, the RCA index of Taiwan ranks low among the coun-
tries listed in table 5.9 either in total services, in transportation, or in other
services. The index had never exceeded 0.65 in total services, 0.78 in trans-
portation, and 0.88 in other services during the period from 1991 to 1998.
Taiwan therefore had unfavorable exports of services and still has a large
deﬁcit in services trade. However, its RCA index appears to show signs of
slight improvement in recent years, as can be seen from table 5.9.
5.4.3 Potential Development of Taiwan’s Export Services Trade
To conclude this section, we discuss the potential development of some
important export services in the areas of transportation, communications,
and business services. Related government policies are also addressed.
Transportation
In a study of the ﬂow of trade among developed and developing coun-
tries, Langhammer (1989) argued that developing countries had better po-
sitions in developing factor-enriched services, such as ocean transportation
and travel, than in developing knowledge-based services. Taiwan’s freight
trade development seems to be a case in point. Its freight exports caught up
with imports in the early 1990s because Taiwan’s abundant capital and fast-
growing foreign trade throughout the 1980s provided excellent opportuni-
ties for ocean freight services to develop. However, further development of
freight services was restrained because a large proportion of Taiwan’s ex-
port-oriented, labor-intensive manufacturing ﬁrms had moved their opera-
tions to mainland China, and direct shipping between the mainland China
and Taiwan are still not permitted by the government.
In air transportation, during the last decade, a new Taiwanese airline,
EVA, joined China Airlines in the operation of international ﬂights. How-
ever, due to Taiwan’s very limited oﬃcial diplomatic relationships around
the world, negotiations aimed at expanding ﬂight routes have been so diﬃ-
cult as to limit the growth of these two airlines.
With Taiwan geographically placed at the center of the East Asian coun-
tries, the distance to other major East Asian cities can be minimized via
Taipei. To make use of this locational advantage, since 1995 Taiwan’s gov-
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air transportation center. These plans are part of a bigger project, which
aims to transform Taiwan into an Asia Paciﬁc Regional Operations Center
(APROC). For sea transportation the goal is to make Taiwan an East Asian
hub for container transshipment, and eﬀorts have been made to improve the
eﬃciency of container handling, custom processing, and other details in pur-
suit of this plan. Some existing port services were privatized and liberalized
to allow foreigners to participate. Most important, to overcome the ban of
nondirect shipping to mainland China, an oﬀshore shipping center has been
set up in Kaohsiung harbor to handle goods transshipped to and from main-
land China. According to the government’s review (Council for Economic
Planning and Development [CEPD] 1999), the volume of container han-
dling at Kaohsiung harbor increased by 27 percent between 1994 and 1998.
As for the air transportation center, due to the government’s eﬀort in im-
proving facilities and deregulation, an air freight transit hub is already tak-
ing shape. United Parcel Service (UPS) established its regional headquar-
ters at CKS International Airport in 1996 and Federal Express (FedEx) has
also expanded its operations at the airport.
Communications
As in many other countries, the communications industry in Taiwan has
long been a monopolistic public enterprise and the liberalization process
has just begun in recent years. The most signiﬁcant change was the opening
of the market to private cellular phone services in 1997, when eight new li-
censes were issued, including two licenses covering the whole of Taiwan and
6 licenses for regional coverage. In the last two years the market penetration
rate of cellular phones grew enormously, from less than 20 percent to more
than 50 percent. Foreign technology and foreign capital participated ac-
tively in this market opening and almost every new entrant to the market
came in the form of a joint venture of a local enterprise and a world-famous
communications giant, such as AT&T, GTE, Sprint, or others. Foreign
ﬁrms will be allowed to invest up to 20 percent when Taiwan joins the WTO.
The ﬁxed net service (local phone services) was also opened to private en-
try (with three licenses being issued in March 2000) and to the participation
of foreigners similar to that of the cellular phone services. At this stage Tai-
wan is still a net importer in the area of communications.
Business Services
Business services in Taiwan ﬂourished with the rapid growth of manu-
facturing industries, and the growth of foreign direct investment (FDI) in
Taiwan’s manufacturing industries was also accompanied by foreign busi-
ness services. The most signiﬁcant services are advertising and accounting.
In 1997, for example, among the 36 largest advertising companies in Tai-
wan, 10 companies were solely owned by foreigners and 12 were joint ven-
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came into Taiwan’s market initially with multinational ﬁrms that produced
and marketed consumer products in Taiwan, and gradually began provid-
ing services to local consumer-product producers. They provided services
ﬁrst by cooperating with local ﬁrms and then either through the formation
of joint ventures with local ﬁrms or by buying up local ﬁrms. Foreign ad-
vertising companies brought in new technologies and diﬀerent business
practices and have totally revolutionized this industry in the last decade.
In recent years, Taiwan’s advertising companies have also begun to ex-
port their services, accompanying Taiwan’s FDI, to other developing coun-
tries, with mainland China being the most prominent destination.
The accounting industry in Taiwan is also very internationalized even
though some areas of accounting services are restricted to performance by
only locally certiﬁed public accountants. World leading accounting ﬁrms,
such as PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Arthur Andersen, and KPMG, have all
established their operations in Taiwan mostly by acquiring existing Tai-
wanese accounting ﬁrms. Local independent accounting ﬁrms also seek to
be members of an international accountants’ group or confederation in or-
der to meet the increasing needs of local ﬁrms for globalization. Taiwan’s
accounting ﬁrms are also beginning to provide services to Taiwanese busi-
nesses that have invested in mainland China.
In the area of business consulting services, engineering consulting ser-
vices, technical services, and design services, local ﬁrms have been domi-
nated by small and medium-sized enterprises and foreign presence has not
been as prominent as in the advertising and accounting service industries.
Foreign service providers operate mainly through the presence of natural
persons for a short period of time rather than by establishing a permanent
branch. This is probably because the scale of economy in these various ar-
eas is smaller and a large foreign ﬁrm may not be as competitive as local
small ﬁrms. They may also cooperate with local ﬁrms on a case-by-case ba-
sis (Hsueh, Tu, and Wang 1995; Hsueh and Tu 1999).
In the legal services industry, foreign legal service providers can form a
cooperative relationship with licensed lawyers in Taiwan except in the form
of a joint liability and proﬁt-sharing arrangement. The government will
grant recognition of “attorney of foreign legal aﬀairs” (AFLA) after Tai-
wan enters the WTO. Most importantly, AFLA will be allowed to establish
partnerships with or employ locally licensed lawyers three years after Tai-
wan gains accession into the WTO. Thus we can expect that trade in legal
services in Taiwan will increase in the near future.
5.5 Conclusion
In this paper we employ trade data from the NIA, the I-O tables, and the
BOP to examine Taiwan’s trade in services and its future development. Our
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data on services. Unlike the trade in goods, which is registered through cus-
toms ports and produces abundant information, data on the services trade
come mainly from records on foreign exchange transactions provided by
the central bank in the BOP and are not comprehensive. The statistics on
services trade in the NIA, which are based on the BOP and other informa-
tion, are comprehensive but far too aggregate; they lack information on de-
tailed components. In particular, information on the services trade is not
available in constant prices except for the aggregate imports and exports of
services exclusive of the merchandise transport and insurance. This makes
our comparison over time diﬃcult. Thus, provision of more information on
the services trade should be improved and built on a common framework
to facilitate comparisons over time and among countries.
Both NIA and BOP statistics demonstrate that Taiwan’s trade in services
has grown faster than its trade in goods and that service imports have also
grown faster than service exports in the past forty years. In fact, Taiwan’s
trade in services has constantly been in deﬁcit. This may be partly explained
by the regression result of this research, which shows that Taiwan’s exports
of services are income inelastic but price elastic, whereas its imports of ser-
vices are income elastic but price inelastic. Our regression result also indi-
cates that expansion of domestic service-sector share contributes positively
to balance of trade in services both by reducing imports of services and by
increasing exports of services. The relatively weak position in Taiwan’s ser-
vices trade can also be seen from the comparison of revealed comparative
advantage indexes or services-sector share between developed countries and
Asian NIEs. This suggests that Taiwan needs to improve its position of com-
parative advantages in trade in services by strengthening its service sector.
As shown in the I-O tables, services used by the producing sector ac-
counted for more than two thirds of the imported services in 1996. A com-
plex decomposition analysis reveals that in the 1986–91 period, import co-
eﬃcient changes and economic growth contributed most to the growth in
imported producer services. However, in the 1991–96 period, import coeﬃ-
cient changes and change in ﬁnal demand structure both contributed nega-
tively to its growth, with the source of growth mainly coming from eco-
nomic growth.
Our analysis also shows that in the individual services sector, no matter
whether in transportation, communications, ﬁnancial services, or business
services, the trade balance has also been in deﬁcit. As part of the overall
commitment to WTO accession, commitment to the market opening of
various service sectors will increase the import of services in the near future.
However, with the increase in Taiwan’s FDI toward other countries and the
continued growth of service-sector GDP share, Taiwan’s service sector will
have good potential for export growth. Hence Taiwan’s trade in services is
likely to achieve substantial growth in the future.
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Comment Philippa Dee
The paper uses three diﬀerent data sets to explore the growth potential of
Taiwan’s trade in services. These are as follows:
• Time-series national accounts data to econometrically estimate the de-
terminants of Taiwan’s service imports and exports over time
• Input-output data for three separate years to decompose the growth of
Taiwan’s total imports of producer services into the components aris-
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Philippa Dee is assistant commissioner at the Productivity Commission, Australia.ing from (a) changes in the intensity of imported service use in each
producing industry and (b) changes in industrial structure
• Balance-of-payments data for a range of years to calculate indexes of
revealed comparative advantage for Taiwan’s services, to compare with
similar indexes for other economies.
Together, the separate pieces of analysis paint an interesting picture of the
role of services in economic development. I have some speciﬁc comments
on particular aspects of the analysis, and some general comments about the
broad themes of the paper.
Any researcher who has worked in the services area is aware of the diﬃ-
culty of obtaining good primary data. Accordingly, I would like to know
more about the data sources used, and the properties of some of the data.
First, it would help to know whether all three data sets were derived in-
dependently, or whether the national accounts and input-output data ulti-
mately come from balance of payments sources. Such clariﬁcation would
help to establish the information-richness of the data.
Second, it would help to know whether each of the three input-output
tables were based on independent surveys of ﬁrms’ costs and sales struc-
tures, or were imputed from surveys for other years. The reader can have
greater conﬁdence in the growth decomposition if it uses input-output data
based on separate surveys.
Third, it would help to know about the time-series properties of the na-
tional accounts data used for the econometric estimation. If the data are
stationary, then the estimation techniques and methods of statistical infer-
ence used by the authors are appropriate. If, however, the data are not sta-
tionary (in the sense of containing unit roots), as is likely, then it is not clear
that the authors have used the appropriate techniques. If the residuals from
their estimating equations are themselves not stationary, the regressions
they present are spurious. If the relationships they present are genuine coin-
tegrating relationships between nonstationary variables, the authors do not
appear to have used the appropriate tests of statistical signiﬁcance.
Further elaboration on a few of the econometric results would be useful.
The authors note that Taiwan’s exports of services seem to depend nega-
tively on Taiwan’s per capital income. The authors oﬀer no interpretation,
but the result could indicate that Taiwan’s service exporters seek out foreign
markets more vigorously when the growth in domestic demand slows. As
the authors note, however, a more conventional economic speciﬁcation
would include foreign rather than domestic income as a determinant of Tai-
wan’s service exports.
The ﬁnding that higher tariﬀs in manufacturing help raise exports of ser-
vices is also puzzling. It is at odds with conventional economic analysis, in
which tariﬀs in manufactures act as a tax on the exports of other sectors, ei-
ther because other sectors use manufactures directly as inputs, or because
174 Li-min Hsueh, An-loh Lin, and Su-wan Wangimport protection for manufacturing leads to a real appreciation of the ex-
change rate.
In the input-output analysis, it is not always clear whether the service in-
put requirements being reported are direct requirements, or total (direct
and indirect) requirements. Although most of the analysis seems to report
direct requirements, an interesting piece of additional analysis would be to
compute, for each sector of the economy, the direct and indirect service in-
put requirements per unit of ﬁnal demand. Since one particular category of
ﬁnal demand is exports, the computation would reveal how important an
indirect role services have played in Taiwan’s recent and phenomenal non-
service export performance.
The paper has a really interesting underlying theme about the comple-
mentarity between production services and other sectors of the economy.
The authors highlight that merchandise exports need transport services to
be shipped around the world. The complementarities extend beyond that,
however. Every business needs banking services. Every business needs
telecommunications services. The facilitation (or margins, in input-output
terminology) role of services extends well beyond transport.
The complementarities show up in the econometric results, where ser-
vices imports increase as goods imports increase, where services exports in-
crease as goods exports increase, and where services exports increase as
services output increases.
The complementarities also show up in the increasing service import in-
tensity of other (nonservice) activities. It is a very interesting ﬁnding that
this is not due to changes in the sectoral composition of activity, but instead
due to economic growth and technical change.
Here, however, it is important to understand why the technical change in
favor of imported service inputs appears to be reversed over 1991–96. Is this
a temporary phenomenon, a statistical artifact (perhaps due to some subtle
classiﬁcation change), or a permanent feature?
It would also be useful to know whether the longer term technical change
in favor of imported services is because Taiwanese businesses are contract-
ing out activities that they previously undertook in-house.
The complementarities show up ﬁnally in the stories told about the
prospects for Taiwan’s services industries in the future. By focusing on mea-
sures of revealed comparative advantage based on measures of cross-border
trade, the authors (I suspect) paint too bleak a picture of Taiwan’s future
service export prospects. This is because the indexes of revealed compara-
tive advantage are based on data that ignore services delivered via com-
mercial presence. In the same way that U.S. advertising ﬁrms came to Tai-
wan to support U.S. manufacturing multinationals, perhaps Taiwanese
service ﬁrms are moving oﬀshore to support Taiwan’s outbound manufac-
turing foreign direct investment (FDI). Any evidence on this, either anec-
dotal or via survey, would be extremely useful. There are theoretical an-
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sible complementarities between trade in goods and trade in capital, when
the goods trade is motivated by things other than diﬀerences in factor in-
tensities (i.e., other than comparative advantage, narrowly deﬁned). I think
similar reasoning can support complementarities between trade in manu-
factures and trade (via FDI or cross-border) in services.
Comment Mario B. Lamberte
The paper ﬁrst discussed Taiwan’s economic growth rate over the period
1951–99, which is impressive by international standards, and the rapid
structural change in the country’s economy, particularly the shift from an
agrarian economy to a services-dominated economy. As the authors have
noted, Taiwan’s external trade in services has increased rapidly as its entire
services sector has expanded. The paper shows that, in general, Taiwan is
quite strong when it comes to exports of goods but remains weak when it
comes to exports of services. Thus, its trade in services has been in deﬁcit
during the period of analysis. Incidentally, the Filipino contract workers in
Taiwan in a way have contributed to that deﬁcit. My comments on the pa-
per are organized around ﬁve main points, as follows.
Policy Environment for the Services Sector
It would greatly help the readers appreciate the results of the descriptive
and econometric analyses if the authors discussed at the outset the changes
in the policy environment for the services sector. Although this is somewhat
alluded to in section 5.2 of the paper, a much more extended discussion of
the policy environment is needed.
Descriptive Analysis
Regarding the analysis on import and export of services, it might be
worthwhile to add information on the sources of import of services and des-
tination of export of services of Taiwan. My interest lies on the extent of
trade in services between Taiwan and other Asian countries. This may also
help the authors make some qualiﬁcations to their observation that Taiwan
is quite weak in its export of services. I suspect that its export of services to
Asia is relatively large.
Determinants of Trade in Services
The authors have examined the determinants of Taiwan’s trade in ser-
vices. They concluded that “trade in goods, per capita income, and the
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trade.” The authors have included as explanatory variables nominal ex-
change rate and eﬀective tariﬀ rate, which is deﬁned as the ratio of total im-
port tariﬀ revenues to total custom imports, to reﬂect changes in govern-
ment policies. These may not capture entirely the government’s policies for
the services sector during the period of analysis. I think the authors must
ﬁnd a way of incorporating in their model nontariﬀ barriers, which could
have aﬀected the dependent variables during the period of analysis. This is
why a discussion about the policy framework at the very start of the paper
would be greatly useful.
I am not convinced that the eﬀective tariﬀ rate, as deﬁned in the paper, is
a good candidate for an explanatory variable in the exports of services equa-
tions. Usually, countries do not impose tariﬀs on their exports of goods and
services. What is more worrisome is that the result shows that the eﬀective
tariﬀ rate has a signiﬁcant, positive eﬀect on exports of services. It means
that raising the tariﬀ on trade in services can boost Taiwan’s exports of ser-
vices!
There may also be a simultaneity problem in the model. For instance,
growth in imports of services, which is an independent variable in the
model, could have been aﬀected by the relative price of imports and the
nominal exchange rate. The same can be said of the growth in export ser-
vices.
The use of Taiwan’s per capita income as proxy for per capita income for
the rest of the world is, I think, not appropriate. I suggest that the authors
use the weighted average per capita income of Taiwan’s major trading part-
ners, which can be easily obtained from publications of multilateral agen-
cies.
Intensity of Import Services
The data in table 5.7 about the intensity of import services of Taiwan are
interesting. I expected the trends in import intensities of the thirty nine sec-
tors to behave in a more stable manner, going up or down. However, I no-
tice signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations in import intensities between 1986 and 1996.
For instance, import intensities of trade, real estate, travel services, and
business signiﬁcantly dropped in 1991. There must be some explanation for
these ﬂuctuations.
One thing that seems surprising is the sharp rise in the import intensity of
electricity between 1991 and 1996. How can such a phenomenal rise be ex-
plained?
Relative Comparative Advantage
That Asian economies are shown to have weak comparative advantage in
trade in services today is not surprising at all. However, the authors should
also emphasize the fact that the computed revealed comparative advan-
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been increasing during the period of analysis. This can be observed in cer-
tain sectors such as transportation. This may have occurred when Asian
economies gradually liberalized their services sectors. As Asian economies
deepen and broaden the liberalization of their services sector, further im-
provement of their RCAs can be expected. This is perhaps what the authors
expected of Taiwan upon accession to the World Trade Organization.
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